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The Citrus Enchantment
Furthering his knowledge for the Citrus Advocacy, Jah Lemon reads from Caribbean Food
Made Easy by Levi Roots...''Limes are used rather than lemons in Caribbean food. When I
was a boy we were often given the job of softening the limes, rolling them round and round
throwing them to each other to make them soft and juicy. Working with them like this is still
the way to get the most from a lime, so roll them on your workshop before using, or get
your kids to do it.'' Examples of lime use are found throughout the publication. The one
that appeals to Jah Lemon the most, is the one called Green, Gold and Red Pepper Salad;
peppers being one of his favourite vegetables, alongside mushrooms and chickpeas.
Leaves of coriander,
Teaspoon of demerara.
The zest from half a lime.
Trio of peppers,
Olive oil in the mixture.
The zest from half a lime.
Another favoured Roots recipe in the book, is the one called Pineapple, Avocado, Orange
and Mint Salad with Ginger Dressing, where the rind and flesh of orange are used, as well
as the juice of lime. Jah Lemon thinks that avocado must enjoy its intermingling with citrus,
as he found another recipe with avocado and a member of the Rutaceae family. He
imagines with relish the dressing for this salad, which as well as a pinch each of sea salt
and white pepper, also contains sesame seed oil, maple syrup, olive oil and the juice of the
perfectly named, citrus paradisi: grapefruit. Not a fan of avocado, Jah Lemon will enjoy the
first salad without it; and he'll use the dressing for the second one, on some of the future
salads that he eats.
As avocado seems to turn up here and there, the same with pink grapefruit; the choice of
citrus paradisi, in the last recipe. But this one also contains contributions from three other
members of the Citrus Clan; lemon, navel orange and blood orange. Descendants of
ancestral mandarin, they are both sweet in taste, so Jah Lemon tries to imagine this
coming together of four members of the Clan; like an extravaganza, dedicated to the taste
buds: a festival of crucial aromas. Coming together, with honey, tarragon, red onion and
sherry vinegar, he knows that blessings await, the ones who who partake, of a Citrus
Salad with Honey Dressing.
If not lettuce, Jah Lemon realises there may be a rendezvous between a member of the
Brassicaceae family - which includes kale and - and members of the Rutaceae. And just
like the lemon and his cousins, the members of the Brassicaea family also offer a blueprint
to healing; carriers of anti-oxidants and the crucial vitamins and minerals that we need.
Talking of arugula,
Cousin of cauliflower,
With mustard, goat's cheese and orange juice.
Choice of salt and pepper.
Your preference of flavour;
Pistachios, shallots and grapefruit.
Inflammation goes lower,
Treating blood pressure
Pine nuts, olive oil and lemon juice.

Jah Lemon is always impressed with the interaction of the Citrus Clan with other families.
They form a tolerant community, that seems to get on with all. As well as the
aforementioned arugula, there's also the more well known strawberry. He thinks to himself,
how can anyone deny the wonder of concoction? Especially when it comes in the form of a
salad whose content is almonds, cinnamon, canola oil, honey, mixed salad greens,
grapefruit, lemon juice and zest - and a pint of fresh strawberries. What a wonderful
conjuring! This recipe is like a much-sought after memento, left by a master alchemist,
working in the House of Culinary Rapture. Jah Lemon hopes that the conjuring never
ceases; that future generations and those beyond, will also know the enchantment of
citrus.
Reflecting on a recipe he found in the All Recipes website, Jah Lemon wrote the
following...
Gorgonzola
Come, for I have made the journey from Italy. I am gorgonzola: crumble me
Djon Mustard
I too gorgonzola, have come a distance; from Burgundy in France, because Djon mustard
must be a part of this happening.
Oregano
I'm oregano and I've come from a jar in the cupboard.
Black Pepper
So have I oregano, up on the shelf next to you: black pepper is often found next to you.
Balsamic Vinegar
And a couple of tablespoons of me, as many lovers of vinegar, have a preference for the
Balsamic variety
Red Onion
Here we go again Balsamic; spoonfuls of you and slices of me, your old companion red
onion.
Vegetable Oil
Let's not forget the oils! So that's a quarter cup from me.
Olive Oil
Well said vegetable oil! And that's a quarter cup of olive oil also.
Walnuts
Yes Vegetable and Olive! As well as the oils, the nuts. Sometimes pistacchio, or pine: but
this is a recipe with walnuts.
Mixed Salad Greens
I come in the colour that is in my name. All the other ingredients, lay themselves on me, as
I represent the contribution from mixed salad greens
Orange
I also come in my name. They peel and section me, then place me here and there. Some
is saved, so I can be squeezed and drizzled over all, in the making of this Orange, Walnut,
Gorgonzola and Mixed Greens Salad with Fresh Citrus Vinaigrette.
Moving on, looking through his books and the online websites, he's continually amazed by
the wide range of ingredients, that citrus will engage with. Such as a North African salad
called Munkazina, which has paprika and black olives; or the Citrus Salad with Fennel
Vinaigrette, which includes nutmeg and cloves; or the Mixed Citrus Salad with Feta and
Mint; or the tangarines, jalapeno peppers, garlic and greek yogurt, that go to make a Kale
Citrus Salad.

The simplest one he's found, is a Carrot Slaw with Lime Dressing which has five
ingredients: honey, yogurt, salt, lime juice and carrots. The Avocado and Mango Salad in
the aforementioned Levi Roots book, uses twice as much, including items like red chilli
and thyme.
In his next workshop, Jah Lemon intends to throw out the question:''What enchants you?''
What is the meaning of this and related words? He's looking forward to hearing the varied
replies. What if the learners turned the question on him?
Question
What is your interpretation of ecstasy?
Answer
A salad of orange and strawberry.
Question
OK, what about the word rapture?
Answer
A dressing of citrus and coriander.
Question
And what of magic?
Answer
It comes with grapefruit and a cinnamon stick.
Question
What is the meaning of captivate?
Answer
A salad of orange, almond and date.
Question
Do you have an image of paradise
Answer
A syrup of citrus with a mixing of spice.
Question
Do you believe in the power to dazzle?
Answer
When it comes with a lemon drizzle.
Question
Do you believe in spells?
Answer
Yes: of citrus salad and the herb fennel.
Question
What's your idea of bliss?
Answer
An orange salad with a grapefruit kiss.
Question
And last but not least, do you have a picture of heaven?
Answer
Embellishments from the juice and the zest of lemon.
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